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AT&T Wants To Cut Its Copper Footprint In Half By 2025
AT&T executives revealed the operator is working to reduce its copper footprint by 50% by 2025, planning to reinvest savings from the decommissioning effort to grow its fiber and 5G networks.

Google Unveils ‘Immersive Stream For Games,’ Its Service That Lets Companies Use Stadia’s Tech
The offering, which was created in partnership with Google Cloud, will allow companies to take advantage of Stadia’s underlying platform technology and deliver games directly to players.

Healthcare’s Next Big Innovative Leap: Holograms?
After equipping health care organizations with a broad range of technologies for the past 20 years, Cisco is betting its Webex Hologram service will play an immersive role in the future of health care delivery.

Amazon Closes $8.5 Billion Acquisition Of MGM
Per Amazon, “The storied, nearly century-old studio—with more than 4,000 film titles, 17,000 TV episodes, 180 Academy Awards, and 100 Emmy Awards—will complement Prime Video and Amazon Studios’ work in delivering a diverse offering of entertainment choices to customers.”
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